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‘MY, YOU’RE BEAUTIFUL. Would I like to bed you!’ said the
parakeet, black as a felt boot, with two eyelets, of no colour,
but shining. Payo made an evil-eye sign against the bird’s
tongue. It could rattle off hundreds of names of gods, more
than anyone there had ever heard, more than were listed in the
pamphlets in the pharmacies, more than were remembered in
the alcoves of the slave cults: clicked, chewed, mumbled out in
their moist openings.
On one side of the room were tables of white prostitutes
dressed as sophomores, eating ice-creams – his jellybabies,
Payo called them. On the other, younger black prostitutes
shifted slowly together, held in synchrony by long chains of
waiting. ‘Fucking business is slow, man,’ said Payo to himself.
He put another video on the machine.
Uncle Fernando came in and said, ‘How’s the ghosts?’
Payo said, ‘The ghosts is fine. It’s the living we can’t shift.
They don’t like Italians. Maybe they’ll go off men altogether.’
Fernando said, ‘I’m Italian myself.’ After a while he added,
‘Maybe I don’t blame them.’
The bird said, ‘Puttane, puttanate,’ and hopped about,
trying to create a market.
I was back in my beloved Bahia, the biggest black city
where three continents meet, try to fuck, rip each other off,
catch some saliva or lymph to use in spells. Bundles of candles
flicker, that are lost souls. Smell like the bottom of a sack,
black faces – dumbfounded.
I know Fernando well. He asks Payo, ‘Who’s that greyskin
belong to, hanging casual and abandoned on that fine chair?’
He means me. His locutions cover his unwearing thoughts as
barnacles might cover granite.
I ask Fernando, ‘What you drinking? Just for interest.’
He enjoys that. He asks, ‘What you doing in the throne
room, boy – the stable’s downstairs.’
I say, ‘I’m looking for a singer. A real pure, luminous
singer of songs for the other greyskins.’
Payo wordlessly proposes the parakeet, who launches a
rope of diamonds over a sapphire cliff, as many octaves of

notes as are in the world. I say, ‘The voice is right, but the
feathers don’t fit.’
‘In short,’ Fernando proposes, ‘you want a slave.’
‘I want a worker,’ I say, ‘who may also make a lot of
money.’
‘I grasp the situation, and the distinction,’ says Fernando. ‘I
have a boy in mind that would do well for you.’
I say, ‘I think it should be a woman.’
‘You mean, a prostitute.’
‘Only in the nicest possible way,’ I say.
‘And that’s the best way, isn’t it,’ says Fernando. ‘But I
have something in mind that will already start paying your
expenses.’
‘No, Fernando,’ I say, ‘Nothing illegal, people or things.
One contract, one person, no exaggeration.’
‘It’s out of the ordinary.’
The parakeet coughs like a dog, stomps its feet, like a parrot
in a B-movie. ‘Fernando,’ I say, ‘if they even let me into the
States, it’s because they’re watching me and want a closer
look. If they just jail me or deport me, it’s because they’re quite
indifferent.’
Uncle Fernando says, ‘Or because they’re using the wrong
list.’
‘They use whatever list they like – but you mean you have
a list?’
‘We have a person. With a list,’ he says, ‘And the list’s
political, I promise.’
‘What might that mean?’ I ask.
He feigns impatience. ‘For your conscience, if you have
one, or would like to have one, the people on the list aren’t
criminals but, surprisingly, they will pay, though not as much
as criminals.’
‘No, too vague.’
He says, ‘Well, I’ll let you see this singer, but I’m sure that
she won’t come.’ And without the list, I’m sure too.
Fernando says, ‘You were political long ago – since then,
almost everyone has come and gone. A lot are dead, even.
Taking someone in these days can’t be so easy.’
‘Find someone else, Fernando, I’m not the bleached bone
you want,’ I say.
‘Mister James,’ he says, brushing invisible insects from his
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silver suit, tarnished only a little darker than his silver hair, his
silver skin, ‘Mister Jay, we get on because you are honest, and
you are honest because you have been poor. You do not lie
from habit, nor from a false sense of shame.’
‘No, Uncle, I lie because I have to.’
Payo brings us complex drinks. They are on the house.
They are the colour of a cardinal’s ruby, and taste like boiled
water. ‘It’s free, free,’ says Payo, sidling off to peel and eat a
yellow fruit, half turned away from us, his black intelligent
fingers sectioning like two coordinated spiders.
The parakeet says, ‘You cheap black bastard,’ but it’s
meant for me, the customer. Payo’s friends go to the bar next
door when they want to drink. Fernando motions me to leave,
look over his choice of singers.
The jellybabies follow our departure with animation, a
whole jungle of parakeets.
Once we would have seen real people. Five hours later, I
have seen fifty videos.
I think – how brilliantly human and commercially useless
these are. I say, ‘What kitsch, Fernando. Their kids, their
houses, jocks on the beach, their favourite gods, their fat arms
– Uncle, they’re really fat.’
‘They’re overblown, perhaps,’ says Fernando, ‘like cabbage
roses in an English garden. But each video costs a thousand
bucks. They carry them, and when they’re picked up by the
cops—’
‘Then let’s see something in the life – but nothing
extravagant.’
Fernando opens up the safe. Inside there are two tumblers
full of scotch, and two tomatoes, which he leaves. I say, ‘For
throwing?’ as he closes the safe, covering the combination
from me with his back.
He says, ‘Sex shows are a special treat, but not the theatre,
nor the bedroom.’
I drink the scotch and say, ‘They remind me of a lantern
show – slides at the mission hall, the lecturer’s pointer drums,
then something muddly in the back row …’
‘You need memory, certainly,’ says Fernando. ‘I find most
sensual, and always in the minor, minor keys, pitched very
high or very low, a little show that animals are made to give – a
snake’s scales against burlap, long long wait to see a coypu’s
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eye. Same thing with girls: textures, a timid glance. Their sex,
yes, leaves me quite unmoved. What interests me, fascinates,
and yes, excites is not their sex, it’s their humanity.’
‘And snakes and coypus?’
He says, ‘Yes, yes exactly. With them too: it’s their
humanity.’
A pause, and then he asks, ‘Does religion interest you at all
these days?’
‘I always cloak my cynicism with cynicism in that respect.
Of course, one knows that here the distance between rite and
mystery is what in the States produces such incongruous results
... the search for tribal man who often isn’t there. Myself, being
in part American-Indian, however small a part, leaves me a
certainty of origins, but so far back I feel that what is life for
me is death for modern man – if I can call them that. In short,
this tribal sense for me is just a personal assurance, that all is
carried deep inside And I don’t need new cults – they bore me,
and embarrass me—’
‘No, no,’ he says, ‘to do them down, to do them down.’
‘You mean that you’re a revolutionary again?’ I ask.
He looks round, timid, ‘No, no. Revolution is definitely off
the cards here.’ He’s so alarmed he knocks a pack of French
cards on the floor. ‘And those,’ he says, ‘are just for telling bad
fortunes with .’
As we go to see his special girl, I feel good, good in his
company. Not really pimp, more like myself, a broker, agent.
Payo is your typical pimp, because he’s cheap and formal, not
stepping past his role. Fernando, though is different. Different
country, different history, and he could have been elected,
might have been a politician.
He pauses to set fire to a bundle of candles on the
pavement. Ten slave souls. He says, ‘Rather special ones, the
family of a friend – of the family.’
‘Rather a catholic gesture, then,’ I say, ‘singling out your
family dead.’
Worried, he says, ‘No, no, I assure you, they represent them
all, all the slaves who have only slave souls, who for want of
light may lack, may gradually come to lack, even their slave
souls. A gesture, yes, Jay, I most solemnly assure you, not to
everlasting life but to the precarious humanity of slaves – the
dead ones and –’ (half a wink, half a last closing of the eye) ‘–
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the living.’
***
an expensive hut to see Fernando’s performer. I say,
‘You’re sure candles don’t just come in bundles of ten?’ and
he’s annoyed: ‘So do I question your principles, whether you
have any ...?’
I say, ‘Your stand against religion, Fernando – surely one
or two more here wouldn’t cause alarm.’
He is intent: ‘Everyone can bring as many gods as they like,
when they arrive. The more the better. The problem isn’t them
at all – its the evangelists. With no respect: they want to drive
us out.’
‘I know the evangelicals are bastard leeches. But perhaps
the government will stop them.’
But Fernando says, ‘They will not stop till they have
morally terrorised us all.’ He looks appalled.
‘The jellybabies, Payo’s gelatinas, will be put back in the
fridge?’ – I nearly say the safe, but that’s too daring for our
friendship.
‘No, not what the poor people do. If they could make us all
secure, and even a little wealthy, I’d applaud. But their only
powers are powers of terror and of organising. They are a
jungle fire shut in a box. And – after Payo, of course – it’s not
just you and me they want to see out of business: it’s our life,
our culture, richness. If we can’t have wealth, let us at least
have richness. Your music, for instance, that would go. No
improvisation, no stepping off the line.’
‘Over the line and into the audience? Fernando, all my
music’s gone inside now. Big bands are too big, my own stuff
bores me, repetitious.’
‘What designs do you have on us, then?’ he asks. We have
drunk nothing, almost, but paid hugely. A sign says ‘No
prostitutes’ and beneath there is an arrow pointing somewhere.
I say, ‘Someone with a bit of repertoire, able to shuffle
along some African tracks as far as greyskins will allow her ...
not be too taxing on the guys I find to back her ....’
‘Why here, why always here?’ he asks.
‘Perhaps I’m a loser,’ I say, glancing at my suit, which
WE SIT IN
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isn’t.
He buys more drinks, paying with a message, that he writes
as if he’s drawing runes, casting a horoscope. The waiter takes
it to the manager, who nods at Uncle Fernando.
‘Losing is irrelevant,’ he says to me. ‘You come here
because you are addicted to the place – and that is how I know
you’ll get my list. And that is why you must keep out that one,
that – that funereal god. God of forgiveness and forgetfulness,
all in his image, all quite promiscuous and indifferent to
everything – except obedience. Those people,’ he leans
forward, and our two beautiful suits are like the top and
underside of an albino fern, ‘they’re fascists, Jay. Fascists for
eternity. We don’t want them in Brazil, here in Bahia. Where
will all our gods end up, and all the souls, the souls, that they
look after? All swept off the streets, the biggest cop raid ever?
Jay, my soul is dear to me. I don’t want these American guys
running it through the forest, wrassling it down and branding it,
and butchering it. We must,’ he rears back majestically, ‘defy
US immigration, first. Second, and even more important, we
must defend our independence from the everlasting god, the
god who knows no pain, the god who is all things, and so is no
thing – and his bullyboys from Wichita.’
‘It’s a big job,’ I say. ‘God I can handle, but you need
strong teeth for US Immigration.’
Fernando can work out the singer, but ‘Just let us live and
die, not borrowing someone else’s rhetoric. Make ourselves a
mystery if we must, as human beings, though – and not false
mysteries, suggested only to be explained away. Our heads are
full of odd things, that in a thousand years you’d never find.
We don’t need them seared out with a torch.’
I tell him, ‘I’m the wrong one for this. Music’s not for real
intellectuals, there’s no dialectic, just comments, conversations
between friends. A universal language that has nothing to say,
a magical mystery tour, that’s all. Either the magic works or
not, or you find the answer to the mystery, if it has one, or you
don’t.’
‘Nevertheless,’ says Fernando.
Does he think I have something these beautiful, expensive
people don’t, offering their costly services, keen electric bodies
for red-hot prices? To live and explore whatever you might
want to, however noble or degrading, threatened by only one
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punishment – to sit forever on an economy hot as a stove lid –
leaping up, and heating up, only at carnival, out in the streets,
dancing to cool down.
And Fernando says, ‘Jay, this is Lomé – the name is part of
Philomel. Also she’s called Regininha’ – he is holding out a
Polaroid that doubles the girl who’s opposite.
‘But Regininha’s – wow – a stage name,’ she says.
Caught – she says – between two families, her children and
her sisters, brothers, she is snared in human trees. Branches and
twigs trying to snag her hair and poke her eyes. Her own
children jigsaw neatly into younger brothers. Playing,
pretending to be the princess in the castle with cloddish
retainers, or the fawn in the thicket. Is this her stage name too,
her attack, defence, or something else? She quickly puts me off
her limits – ‘I’m a bitch – don’t believe anything I say, unless
it’s about my career.’
Fernando chooses a peppery chocolate, pops it in, wrinkles
his nose and from it there shoot two lasers of snot. Looking
away from him, I see the room is a double shell. On the bright,
inner part, where we are running up our bill, it is a simulacrum
of the Cafe Royal. But outside, in the brown, peppery shadows,
I see an altar, like a Wurlitzer, lit with eternal, electricflickering soul-lights, the colours on the panels changing from
one pastel sherbet or milk-shake to another. Its automatism
makes it seem inner-looking and absorbed, the sequence of
lights and colours run like a mantra.
Fernando says, ‘Jay has had a difficult spiritual journey. He
has been,’ he pauses, ‘inside. Inside for many years. He has
seen ruin and disaster, and has read. Alas, he has only read.
Better if he had done other things, but if you go inside – well,
those you cannot do.’
Lomé leans to me, though Fernando is still there and listening, and she says, ‘Fernando is a rich man.’
I say, ‘I thought he was quite poor. Quite rich only. Always
in the middle of deals, a bit from both sides.’
‘Safest place to be, and why he’s rich, controlling without
risk.’
‘He seems worried about something, his money or his soul.’
She laughs: ‘Afraid everything will be taken away, his
protection, his insurances. But because he’s on his own, he’s
safe – a benefit to everyone. But you, why don’t you play? Did
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you get old?’
I tell her, ‘Musicians don’t get old. Their teeth fall out and
then they reminisce. Or they have a fang or two riveted in their
heads, and so keep on. Pain is like the thousand cuts, but you
keep smiling on. One high note a night, show you can still
climb the stairs. Quite different from the young warriors – need
to be one to keep up with that. Need the right wiring, otherwise
it’s just ritual. Stick your fingers in the socket and pretend to be
a light bulb. Burns your shorts off.’
‘So you were in prison,’ she says, and, ‘What do I look
like?’
I tell her, ‘I don’t know what you look like. Yes, I was
inside for sure. Put all us Indians there,’ I laugh, but rub the
amulet, my little patch of skin that lets me feel the little red
man underneath. ‘Case of mistaken identity; my own. Prison’s
a total experience, like the helter-skelter or the grave.’
‘But,’ she says, ‘there are other kinds, other ways, of being
inside?’
‘Take yourself down in there, to how it all holds up, is put
together, little gates and traps, the little peepshows lighted up,
the tiny armouries, all little guys you’ve never seen, working
the machinery. The problem is – it’s hard to leave behind, it’s
all a way of thinking, being. It’s like the earth, it’s like your
skin: inside. You could be quite content, but knowing how they
do it – it’s like the bees: if you knew how they do it, you’d stop
eating honey.’
A metaphor with a lot of locks. But then, I think, the bees
know how they do it, and they go on eating honey. Work ethic
needs publicity – grow more flowers, suck more dust, stuff it in
your pockets: dance more, fuck more queens. ‘It’s not the pig
that’s like us, it’s the bee.’
‘But bees won’t end like us,’ she says.
‘Annual economy pretty tight, not much to do against the
frosts, and then the building’s all the same. No high-rise hive
that might cave down. And then, the bees don’t end up eaten,
like the pig.’
Then, we are on the plane, we sleep, I wake and coming
from a dream, ask Lomé – ‘You remember the altar like a
Wurlitzer, in the club where you first sang for me?’
‘Yes. That was a Wurlitzer. Worth a lot. You should hear
Fernando play it, like a firecracker, wheee. The joint doesn’t
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just jump, it bursts right out its skin, and then again, again, that
joint, man’ – she is like a turbine imagining the waterfall, and
she has sung for me, using the words that live in songs and say
– just all or nothing that you want them to, and doesn’t yield a
fraction of herself – ‘that joint is a JOINT when Uncle
Fernando finishes with it.’
I imagine him slipping back into his jacket, the cloth
mottling and black as a lizard’s tongue, with his sweat bursting
through, the silver threads still orange with the current, left
whining through his shirt.
Lomé goes on – ‘When that man plays, he’s a god, and you
forgive him everything. Man, he can light candles with that
thing, his great beast.’
And when we enter the customs building we have shed
Brazil and Africa. My small hairs rise as we see the first rows
of solemn cops, some pursy as hogs, grease-stained to the
armpits, others lean and popeyed, like strings of much-chewed
tobacco or smoked gopher thighs. All from the wax-museum.
Lomé says, ‘You look like you’re going to throw your
jockey,’ and I whisper, ‘Well, at least my lunch.’
I’m ready to confess, yes, I’m importing this woman for
more than work, shaping the air with African ditties as she
might be, say a silversmith, working on invisible metals that
still contrive to carry fruit, bright birds without supports. And
not just for my fantasies, but a daring joust with crocodiles laid
on before a house of greenish bathers: holding their breaths for
hours and hoping – as consciousness escapes into a lifetime’s
high, a last hiss and bubble as the light expires – for some
exclusive coupling. I confess: but you must accuse, your
imaginings, your fears – yes, naked under water with the
caymans, yes ...
America is on the march. Not just the kids in masks, the
high school bands, the November Santas. The whole country’s
mobilised, all battle-drilled and squadded up. Parades, yes, but
before what battles? Rallies, with standards, hymns, blessings
from lady popes in wigs: many choirs of fallen angels. All wear
a uniform – the athletes, businessmen with their badges of
rank, cabmen and liftboys – up to the higher grades of landadmiral, opening the door, throwing you out – toting their
guns, short, fat, long, black and brown, guns with veins and
guns with mumps.
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